Aerospace and Defence
In Poland, we have a very strong track record of advising companies from the
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manufacturers and suppliers of equipment for civil and military aviation, as well
as defence sector companies doing business in Poland.
Our sector knowledge is extensive and combined with a practical, business approach to
advising clients. We have been advising clients from this sector, both local and international,
for a number of years on many groundbreaking and strategically important defence and
public security projects. Our in-depth knowledge and expertise make us one of the leading
practices in the Polish market.
The Polish market offers excellent opportunities for sector investors. The growing number
and value of public procurements and potential M&A (joint-venture) possibilities connected
with the reorganisation of state-owned companies make it a very attractive place for doing
business.
We fully understand the specific requirements and business needs of our clients, and offer
them first class legal and tax support in a number of areas:
entering the Polish market
investment planning and incentives in Poland
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project structuring for purchases made by the Polish Armed Forces
day-to-day business operations of potential Polish subsidiaries.
We also represent and advise clients on:
public procurements of the Polish Ministry of National Defence
negotiations of agreements
potential offset obligations in Poland.
We are continually monitoring Polish law and, whenever necessary, help clients adjust their business objectives to the new legal
environment.
What distinguishes us from our competitors is not only our knowledge and experience, but also the complexity of the services
we offer.
In Poland, we provide our clients with comprehensive legal and tax support, allowing them to choose the optimal scenario before
the implementation phase.
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We have advised many companies from the aerospace and defence sector, including:
the world's fastest growing international airline on entering the Polish market,
a global provider of defence and security products on the supply of military equipment for the Polish Armed Forces,
a major American defence contractor and industrial corporation manufacturing weapons and military electronics on its strategy
and implemented projects in Poland,
a Finnish defence company in negotiations regarding competition law analysis of business agreements fulfilling offset
commitments, in particular technology transfer agreements and general framework agreements under Polish and EU
competition rules,
a major American company – a supplier of aerospace components, systems and services to the commercial and general
aviation markets - on its day-to-day business operations in Poland,
as well as on other issues covering, in particular, negotiations with the Polish Ministry of Defence and the Polish Ministry of
Economy, strategic planning of investments in Poland, offset projects, and many others
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